
Information sheet:  
POINT OF ENTRY: 
STRUCTURE  

It is important to be aware of the structure  
capability in the Point of Entry (PoE) phase of the 
Business Case Approach (BCA), but it will become 
more and more relevant as the business case 
development progresses. 

Applying the structure capability
Successfully applying the structure capability involves:

 –  establishing the internal approvals required to commit time and resources to  
the current and next steps 

 – getting agreement from your NZ Transport Agency investment advisor for your PoE 
recommendation

 – defining the level of complexity and risk using some form of significance criteria

 –  determining if the level of complexity and risk requires a specific governance structure.

Making sure everything is aligned and set up correctly enables efficient and effective  
use of resources and minimises risks.

This information sheet 
covers the structure 
capability. It is one of 
four information sheets 
covering the capabilities 
and preparing a Point 
of Entry memo. It is 
supplementary to 
the online modules 
Introducing the Point of 
Entry and Make it real.
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Who’s involved in the Point of Entry phase?
The problem owner uses the Point of Entry phase to start to develop an understanding of the problem. 
Depending on the complexity and risks involved, it can often be helpful to involve an investor through 
discussion at this stage, and sometimes other stakeholders as well. Doing so helps identify key 
assumptions, and can ensure everyone starts on the same page.

The problem owner is responsible for:

 – identifying the potential business problem

 –  opening the discussion about investment decisions, in order to address  
the problem identified

 –  starting to outline the problem, and the possible benefits that could result  
from addressing the issue.

The problem owner is not expected to develop a detailed understanding at this phase. If the decision is to develop a 
business case, then that will be the next step. The aim of Point of Entry is to understand the potential investment well 
enough to be able to make informed decisions on how to progress.

Investors are responsible for deciding whether to invest resources to address the problems identified. In this phase, they 
could offer insights on the level and complexity of the proposed investment, and an early view on how well the investment 
might contribute towards their investment objectives.

Stakeholders are the people who have the most knowledge of a subject and/or represent an interested or affected party, 
for example a local authority, community group or iwi.

NZ Transport Agency investment advisors provide advice and agree the PoE recommendation with the problem owner.

Determining the structure
Asking some of these questions may help to determine the size and 
composition of the structure required:

 – What time and resources will be required for probable next step(s)?

 – What is the timeline for the strategic assessment and ongoing implementation?

 –  What approvals are required to commit time and resources to the next step? Typically, 
internal approvals will be from the organisation that is initiating the business case and 
are separate from any funding approval required from the NZ Transport Agency.

 – Who needs to sign off the outputs at each phase of business case development?

 – Who will manage the next phase of business case development?

 – What is the level of risk? Gauge how significant the level of risk is for your organisation. 

 –  What is the level of complexity? Is this potentially a large project with multiple 
stakeholder needs and requirements, high public interest, and considerable time and 
resource commitments?

 –  Does the level of risk and complexity point to the need for a specific  
governance structure? 

 – Who will conduct the strategic assessment and what tools will they use? 

 –  If you choose to do investment logic mapping (ILM) workshops, will you use  
an internal or external accredited ILM facilitator?


